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May 6, 2019 - 2:00 pm to 4:30 pm 

1600 Porter Street, Detroit 

Time Time Allotted Topic* Leader/Staff Discussion Questions and/or 

Highlights 

Supporting 

Materials 

2:00 pm 15 mins Ice Breaker Amy Brown  Attachment #1 

 

2:15 pm 

 

 

10 mins 

 

 

 

Consent Agenda  

- April 2019 Board 

Minutes 

- CAM Evaluation 

Report 

Amy Brown and Tasha 

Gray 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Acceptance of minutes 

 

- Vote to approve CAM evaluation 

report 

 

VOTE REQUIRED 

Attachment # 2 

April 2019 Board 

Meeting Minutes. 

Attachment # 3 

CAM Evaluation 

Report 

 

2:25 pm 10 mins Performance & 

Evaluation Committee 

Introduction 

Meghan Takashima - Review and confirm the 

committee’s new structure and 

participants 

 

- Walk through the draft workplan 

for 2019 

No action required 

Attachment # 4 

2:35 pm 25 mins FY18 System 

Performance Measures 

HUD Submission 

Amanda Sternberg - Brief System Performance 

Measures (SPM) Learning 

Session 

 

- Vote to approve submission of 

Measures 

VOTE REQUIRED 

Attachment # 5 

Attachment # 6 
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3:00 pm 10 mins TH Side Door Closing 

Implementation 

Candace Morgan & 

Tasha Gray 

- Vote to approve the date for 

closing the side doors for TH that 

is being recommended by the 

CAM Governance Committee 

and TH Providers 

VOTE REQUIRED 

Attachment # 7 

3:10 pm 35 mins CoC Competition 

Policies and 

Procedures 

Amanda Sternberg - Renewal project review and 

evaluation criteria 

 

- New project priorities and 

evaluation criteria 

 

- Project ranking policies 

 

- Additional policies that guide the 

competition that have been 

updated or revised since last year 

 

VOTE REQUIRED 

Attachment # 8 

3:45 pm 10 mins Youth Homelessness 

Demonstration 

Program (YHDP) 

Grant Submission 

Jerry Peterson and Amy 

Good 

- Overview of the YHDP 

submission and implementation 

process 

 

- Vote to approve the CoC’s 

submission for the YHDP on 

May 15th 

VOTE REQUIRED 

Attachment # 9  

Attachment #10 

3:55 pm 20 mins Collaborative 

Applicant, HMIS Lead 

Workplans 

Tasha Gray - Vote to approve workplans VOTE REQUIRED 

Attachment # 11 

 4:15 pm  15 mins MSHDA HARA 

Evaluation for 19-20 

ESG 

Tasha Gray - This presentation is in preparation 

for the upcoming HARA 

selection 

 

No action required 

Attachment # 12 
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- Will also provide high level 

summary of current performance 

4:30 PM 0 mins April Executive 

Committee Mins 

Info Only Info Only No action required 

Attachment # 13 

 0 mins CoC Board 

Attendance Tracking 

Info Only Info Only No action required 

Attachment #14 

 0 mins April Board Feedback 

and Parking Lot Items 

Info Only Info Only  No action required 

Attachment #15 

 0 mins HMIS Quarterly 

Report 

Info Only Info Only No action required 

Attachment # 16 

 

 0 mins HARA CAP  Info Only Info Only No action required 

Attachment # 17 

 

 0 mins SWCS CAP Info Only Info Only No action required 

Attachment # 18 
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 0 mins FY17 Project Ramp 

Up Report 

Info Only Info Only No action required 

Attachment # 19 

 

Board Members Present Absent Board Members Excused Board Members General Public  

Alicia Ramon 

Amy Brown  

Celia Thomas  

Elizabeth Vasquez (phone) 

George Easton 

Jamie Ebaugh  

Lorraine Taylor-Muhammad  

Meghan Takashima  

Paulette Smith  

Sharyn Johnson  

Tasha Gray  

Ted Phillips 

Tim McCabe  

Vanessa Samuelson  

 

 

Annette Dumas  

Curtis Smith 

Deloris Cortez  

Denise Johnson  

 

 

 

Ari Ruttenberg 

Candace Morgan 

Joy Flood 

Pat Wolschon 

 

Amanda Sternberg  

Amy Good 

Catherine Distelrath  

Christopher Parks  

Emanuel Ekokotu  

Emily Foreman 

Kaitie Giza  

Laura Urteaga-Fuentes  

Len Sanchez 

  

 

Ice Breaker 

Amy B. opened the meeting at 2:08 with a brief ice breaker. During the ice breaker, board members spent some time reviewing conferences that they 

felt would be beneficial in enhancing board knowledge and capacity. Conferences that were discussed by the board include: 

• CSH Supportive Housing Conference (using technical assistance to create cross systems collaboration) and NAEH Conference (a lot of 

energy 

• PointSource Youth Conference  

• Building Michigan Communities Conference 
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• Health and Human Services Conference 

• National Human Services Data Consortium 

• Facing Race 

• Community Solutions/Build for Zero 

• Trainings on Eviction Defense, Subsidized Housing 

• National Alliance Health Centers – March 2019 in Washington, D.C. 

• Open Minds – Value based reimbursements 

• Michigan Network for Youth and Families (March) 

Amy went on to emphasize the board norms to guide the meeting.  

Amy then reviewed the Board Meeting Feedback. She emphasized that there were several comments about meeting length and reported that the plan 

is to first work to start and end meetings on time and then progress to attempting to shorten the length. Amy also emphasized that there were several 

non-board members who requested easier meeting material access. A sign-up sheet was made available for interested attendees to be sent the 

materials prior to the meeting.  

Amy called attention to attendance tracking and explained that the executive committee will be holding board members accountable to honoring their 

board member agreement.  

Consent Agenda 

• April 2019 Board Minutes and CAM Evaluation Report 

o The floor was opened to board members to ask questions. No questions were asked.  

o Paulette S. motioned to approve the items. Celia T. seconded. The motion was unanimously passed.  

Performance and Evaluation Committee Introduction 

Meghan T. Presented on the Performance and Evaluation Committee, reviewing the handout provided in the meeting materials.  

Accomplishments from the past year: 

• Review the 2017 SPM and made recommendations to the board 

• Supported and reviewed PSH monitoring process 

• Supported the effort to increase TH housing utilization.  
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Focus for 2019/20: 

• Deeper dive into the SPM – reviewing current SPMs, other data, and working to improve efforts to assist those experiencing homelessness 

• Updating written standards  

Requests from the board: 

• Time and attention. 

o There will be actionable measures coming to the board over the next year where P&EC will be requesting feedback from the board  

FY18 System Performance Measures HUD Submission 

Amanda S. passed out a survey to assess whether the information provided in the presentation helped to improve participant understanding of System 

Performance Measures (SPMs).  

Amanda went through a presentation to explain the SPMs. 

Amanda explained that CoCs are charged with developing systems of care and resources to address homelessness. HUD uses the SPMs to measure a 

CoC’s progress in reducing and ending homelessness.  

Amanda spent time reviewing the graphic on slide 4. Amanda pointed out that measure 6 doesn’t apply to our CoC.  

Measure 4 is the only measure that is program focused -- meaning that it applies to each specific CoC funded-program individually. All other 

measures apply to the CoC in its entirety because they are systems measures rather than solely provider-measures.  

Amanda explained that the SPMs impact CoC funding in the annual competition. The CoC is required to report whether improvement has occurred 

and to detail strategies to continue to improve SPMs. The higher the CoC scores on the application, the more likely the CoC will be able to get more 

funding. The SPMs make up approximately 20-25% of the overall points that the CoC can earn in the competition. Our CoC is not compared to the 

performance of other CoCs, but rather to our own performance in previous years.  

From there, Amanda focused on the three key measures that HUD emphasizes. 

• reducing length of time people are homeless, 

• reducing returns to homelessness,  

• and increasing exits to housing.  
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In reviewing the Detroit CoC’s performance relating to these key measures, Amanda emphasized that overall, the length of time that people are 

homeless is increasing. Amanda reported that part of this may be due to data cleaning efforts and the fact that we are more consistently collecting 

data. The Performance and Evaluation Committee (P&EC) will be working to assess what can be done to get people housed more quickly. Ted P. 

expressed that the CoC should also be working to secure more housing options for those experiencing homelessness. Amanda went on to emphasize 

that most returns to homelessness occur within 6 months of when someone is housed. This raises the question of what supports people need to 

maintain housing (P&EC will be looking into this as well). Programs that contribute most to returns to homelessness: Emergency Shelter and Safe 

Haven Programs. It’s important to note that the CoC-funded Safe Haven programs closed in the past year and are no longer a part of our CoC. 

Finally, Amanda emphasized that overall, the CoC’s performance improved in increasing people’s exits to housing. 

Ted P. inquired after more information on why people are returning to homelessness from all housing programs. This was added to the parking lot.  

Amanda then presented the FY2018 SPMs to the Board for their approval. She reviewed the document provided in the packet and asked the board to 

approve the submission of this data to HUD. 

Sharyn J. asked if the data was broken out by household type. Amanda reported that the data is not. One guest asked if each agency would receive 

individual SPMs. Amanda explained that the SPMs were not developed to explore individual program performance, but rather to assess the CoC 

performance as a whole (systems level). The participant emphasized that looking at agency level could allow targeted support to improve agencies 

that may have poorer performance which would enhance CoC performance as a whole. During the questions period, 2 items were added to the 

parking lot: exploring the possibility of breaking SPM data down to organizational level and determining the number of units in 2018 that came 

online. 

Tim M. motioned to approve the SPM submission. Meghan T. seconded the motion. It was unanimously passed. 

 

TH Side Door Closing Implementation 

Elizabeth V. explained that CAM, HAND, CSH, and the TH workgroup have been meeting to develop a plan for closing the side doors (which means 

that all referrals to the TH programs would be made through CAM). Elizabeth reported that the soft close date is July 2nd. This would allow providers 

to work through kinks in eliminating the side doors. The hard-close date is proposed to be September 3rd. CAM, HAND, and CSH plan to meet 

monthly to monitor progress, offer assistance, and prepare reports for the board on progress as a CoC in closing the TH side doors. Tasha clarified 

that this side door closing applies to CoC funded projects specifically.  

Ted P. asked how the TH agencies are responding to this closing. Elizabeth explained some concerns that Freedom House specifically has 

surrounding the population they serve. Catherine reported that the team is working to address all remaining concerns and provide adequate support.  
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Sharyn motioned to accept the closing dates. Meghan seconded the motion. It was unanimously passed.  

CoC Competition Policies and Procedures  

Amanda reported that the NOFA (Notification of Funds Available) should be released either this week or next week. Amanda explained that she is 

asking the board to approve the changes to the application collectively. Amanda explained that the policies were vetted by the Values and Funding 

Priorities (V&FP) Committee and also released for public comment.  

Amanda pointed out that the most significant change to the ranking policies is that the CoC would prioritize approximately $1m to new projects via 

reallocation or Permanent Housing Bonus (PHB). The rationale is to support the development of more housing units for the community. New 

Domestic Violence Bonus projects will be placed at the bottom of the ranking list. The rationale is that the V&FPC would like to get better data on 

the CoC’s newly added DV Bonus project.  

Amanda went on to review reallocation and renewal recommendations detailed in the document. Amanda emphasized that the rationale for the 

changes is to enhance the CoC’s ability to make funding decisions based upon performance.  

Vanessa asked that building an ongoing (rather than annual) collaboration process between CAM Evaluation and V&FPC be added to the parking lot.  

Paulette S. motioned to vote to support the recommended FY19 CoC policies. Alicia R. seconded the motion. The motion was unanimously passed. 

Amanda went on to explore the FY2019 New Project Priorities and Evaluation Criteria. She reported that the CoC’s RFP (Request for Proposals) will 

be released by May 14th. V&FP has reviewed and approved the recommended changes. V&FP is recommending that the CoC only fund new PSH 

and new RRH programs. Amanda explained that until further data is collected on the new joint program funded by the CoC in the last term that no 

new joint projects be approved. Amanda highlighted the changes to the funding application detailed in the document. The changes are aimed to add 

in a greater level of specificity to applicant’s descriptions of their proposed programs.  

Celia T. motion to approve new project priorities and evaluation criteria. It was unanimously passed.  

Youth Homelessness Demonstration Program (YHDP) Grant Submission 

Amy G. reported that the NOFA for the YHDP was released March 15th. She explained that the NOFA invites communities to submit a coordinated 

plan to address youth homelessness. Amy informed the board that the Youth Committee’s request is that the CoC submit an application for the 

YHDP on May 13th. Amy explained that a 25% match will be required – some of which can be in kind. If selected as a community, HUD will notify 

by August and will inform how much money the community is available to receive. From there, the community will be given 4 months to submit a 

plan. The CoC is then given until April 15, 2020 to have that plan finalized and approved by HUD. Amy explained that the youth committee is 

proposing that HAND run the YHDP funding process for CoC orgs in conjunction with the CoC funding competition. Amy explained that the youth 
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committee would like for HAND to be the lead agency, however recognizes that HAND must consult with its board before the team can make such a 

commitment. Amy acknowledged that the CoC submitted a YHDP application two years ago and did not meet threshold. She explained that the 

youth committee has worked hard over the past 2 years to strengthen the application – the largest change is that the CoC now has a Youth Advisory 

Board.  

Tim M. motioned to vote to approve the CoC submitting for the YHDP. Vanessa S. seconded the motion. The motion was unanimously passed. 

Collaborative Applicant, HMIS Lead Workplans 

Amy B. explained that HAND was asked to create the workplans to assist the Board in understanding the commitments HAND has to the CoC per 

the respective MOUs. Progress will be evaluated quarterly.  

Tasha explained that the attachments are condensed versions of the workplans. Links are provided in the documents to the full workplans. Tasha 

reported that the full workplans have been vetted by the Executive Committee. Tasha emphasized that the team strove to be very clear in the 

workplans. Tasha explained that HAND utilized the template provided from the board and added a deliverable column to the template in order to 

help make the commitment tangible. HAND’s executive committee and the CoC executive committee are working through the final workplan 

regarding HAND’s role as the CoC lead agency. 

Vanessa reported that it would be worth the board’s consideration to expand the language in the collaborative applicant workplan to move beyond 

just the CoC funding competition. Tasha agreed that these discussions are necessary and that a process needs to be developed to revisit and 

reprioritize commitments in the MOU as needs arise.  

Alicia R. motioned to approve the workplans. Meghan seconded the motion. It was unanimously passed.  

MSHDA HARA Evaluation for 19-20 ESG 

Tasha G. passed out a supplemental second page to replace the second page in the packet that was emailed due to an error that was corrected in the 

supplemental page.  

Tasha explained that the report is meant to act as a supplement to the quarterly reports the board receives on SWCS’s performance in relation to their 

Corrective Action Plan (CAP). Its purpose is to help the board make an informed determination on who will be selected as the MSHDA ESG 

recipient. The document provides a holistic report on SWCS’s progress on their CAP. Tasha noted that SWCS was granted an extension for FY17-18 

and was able to spend the funds allocated to them during their grant cycle. Tasha highlighted that as of March, SWCS is behind on their spending for 

the current grant term. Jamie E. explained that no money has been spent on prevention so far, but that once that money is spent, the funding should be 

back on track.  
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Tasha reported that timely submission of FSRs has significantly improved since the CAP was instated (Benchmark 2). Tasha reported that SWCS has 

also improved in relation to their HCV applications/process as well (Benchmarks 1 & 3).  

Vanessa asked to clarify HAND’s role and it was explained that HAND is the fiduciary of the grant.  

Paulette S. motioned to adjourn the meeting at 4:28.  

Next Board Meeting: June 3, 2019 – 2:00 p.m. @ 1600 Porter Street 


